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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/kaevans/2015/04/13/azure-ad-ap
plication-proxy-and-sharepoint-2013/

NEW QUESTION: 2
A NetScaler implementation is experiencing intermittent network
issues, specifically regarding traffic to a back-end service
associated with IP address 10.10.1.86.
Which command should a network engineer execute to generate
diagnostic information to investigate this issue?
A. nstcpdump.sh host 10.10.1.86
B. traceroute 10.10.1.86
C. show run | grep 10.10.1.86
D. show service 10.10.1.86 -summary
Answer: A
Explanation:
In my lab
The command must be performed from the shell

NEW QUESTION: 3
You create an alert rule that has the following settings:
* Resource: RG1
* Condition: All Administrative operations
* Actions: Action groups configured for this alert rule:
ActionGroup1
* Alert rule name: Alert1
You create an action rule that has the following settings:
* Scope: VM1
* Filter criteria: Resource Type = "Virtual Machines"
* Define on this scope: Suppression
* Suppression config: From now (always)
* Name: ActionRule1
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Note: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation
Box 1:
The scope for the action rule is set to VM1 and is set to
suppress alerts indefinitely.
Box 2:
The scope for the action rule is not set to VM2.
Box 3:
Adding a tag is not an administrative operation.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/a
lerts-activity-log
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/a
lerts-action-rules

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is supported on the S812LC?
A. PowerVM Linux Edition and up to 10 cores
B. PowerVM Linux Edition and up to 20 cores
C. PowerVM and PowerKVM
D. PowerKVM and Opal Bare Metal
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5284.pdf (page
20)
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